This research introduces the results of a study on the existence and frequency distribution of the shell prime numbers. Following the introduction of the shell primes, we will take a look at non-sieving applications of the Euler zeta function for integer-valued polynomials in general.
We begin with a definition of the shell primes as they occur in nature. The shell primes are defined herein as prime numbers that result from the calculation of the "half-shell" of an a-dimensional entity of the form n a − (n − 1) a for positive integers n ≥ 2 and a ≥ 2. This shell can intuitively be thought of as the partial outer boundary, or half-shell, of an a-dimensional entity of base n. The first two occurrences are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The shell of an p-dimensional entity is further defined by the function n p − (n − 1) p for any positive integer base n ≥ 2 and any positive prime power p ≥ 2. We will refer to the function n p − (n − 1) p as the "prime shell" function since the base n is taken to some prime power p. The "shell primes" thus are prime numbers that result from the calculation of the prime shell function of base n ≥ 2 for positive prime powers p ≥ 2.
Within the framework of the above definitions, we now postulate the following theorem:
Theorem 1 Only prime shells, i.e., shells of the form n p − (n − 1) p for integer base n ≥ 2 and prime power p ≥ 2 will produce prime numbers. Prime numbers do not exist for shells of the form n c − (n − 1) c , where c is a composite number, and this holds true regardless of whether the base n is prime or composite.
In other words, shell primes are generated from prime shells only, or shells which are calculated using prime powers. However, shell primes occur for both prime and composite values of the base n when the power p is prime, and they occur in a seemingly random fashion. Prime numbers, however, do not exist for shells which are calculated using composite powers in the shell function n a − (n − 1) a regardless of whether the base n is prime or composite.
The first few rows of the shell function are expanded in Fig. 3 using coefficients that are found in Paschal's triangle. The prime shells, i.e., shells which will yield prime numbers, are illustrated in red. Note that the leading coefficients of the prime shells are prime numbers themselves. Also, note how all the coefficients of the powers of base n in the shell functions in the prime rows are divisible by the first prime number in their row according to Fermat's Little Theorem. 
Fig. 3 -Expansion of the shell function n
It was observed that prime numbers generated by the prime shell function seem to arise in no less of a random fashion than do prime numbers on the real number line as can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5. Fig. 4 -Spreadsheet matrix illustrating the distribution of the shell primes along the real number line calculated from the prime shells of the form n p − (n − 1) p for 2 ≤ n ≤ 100 (columns) and for prime power 2 ≤ p ≤ 100 (rows). Descending rows correspond to increasing shell power p, and ascending columns to the right correspond to increasing base n. Shells calculated with composite powers are omitted from the rows since they contain no prime numbers. The grayed out sections denote the range of numbers having a number of digits beyond the capability of the author's resources to check for primality (128-digit limit). [1] Fig. 5 -Continuation of the spreadsheet matrix depicted in Fig. 4 illustrating the distribution of the shell primes along the real number line calculated from the prime shells of the form n p − (n − 1) p for 100 < n ≤ 200 (columns) and for prime power 2 ≤ p ≤ 100 (rows). Descending rows correspond to increasing shell power p, and ascending columns to the right correspond to increasing base n. Shells calculated with composite powers are omitted from the rows since they contain no prime numbers. The grayed out sections denote the range of numbers having a number of digits beyond the capability of the author's resources to check for primality (128-digit limit). [1] One observation made from Figs. 4 and 5 is that as one looks downward and to the right in the charts, the prime numbers appear to be less frequent and further apart. This is also evident by a few shell prime sequences that the author submitted to the Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [2] 4 and 5 is that all prime numbers generated from the prime shell function n p − (n − 1) p for prime power p > 2 end in either 1, 7, or 9. Compare this result to the prime numbers that exist in the realm of the positive integers where all prime numbers beyond 2 and 5 end in either 1, 3, 7 or 9 and which, for some upper limit ≤ x, are divided equally among those four ending digits [3] . This leads to a third theorem introduced as follows:
Theorem 2 All prime numbers calculated by the prime shell function n p − (n − 1) p for prime power p > 2 end in either 1, 7 or 9 with no primes ending in 3 resulting from those calculations.
Theorem 2 begs the question: Can prime numbers be calculated by other polynomial functions which would reduce the number of ending digits down to two (e.g., 1 and 7, or 7 and 9, or 1 and 9) or even down to one digit?
A third observation is in regard to the repeating pattern of the last digits in the calculations yielded by the general shell function n a − (n − 1) a for base n ≥ 2 and power a ≥ 2, prime and composite. Please see Fig. 6 for a snapshot of the repeating pattern of the last digits in the shell function calculations for base n ≥ 2 and power a ≥ 2. Note that the sum of the digits in the inside boxes of the horizontal rows add up to 24. It is noted here that all shell function calculations that end in the digit 3 are found in the rows of shell functions with composite powers which yield no prime numbers. A fourth observation made from the charts in Figs. 4 and 5 is that there appear to be some rather large "holes" in the distribution of the prime numbers generated by the prime shell function within the range analyzed. Also, it was observed that there was a rather long delay in the appearance of the first prime numbers for the prime shell functions n 37 − (n − 1) 37 and n 73 − (n − 1) 73 .
In an effort to gain some level of understanding of the seemingly random occurrences of prime numbers generated by the prime shell function n p − (n − 1) p , one might naturally turn to an application of the prime counting functions introduced by Gauss and Riemann [4] . We recall Gauss' estimate of the number of primes less than some integer limit x as
Or, as Gauss' more refined prediction allows,
where
It is believed that Riemann improved on the logarithmic integral for predicting the number of prime numbers less than or equal to some positive integer limit x (at least for relatively small x) by including in Gauss' estimate the powers of primes as illustrated in the following equation [4] :
so that
in which the last term is the Riemann function more conveniently expressed as
But the function Li(x) can approximated by the logarithmic sum as follows [4] :
.
Calculations that employ the logarithmic sum illustrated above conveniently facilitate the spreadsheet computation and plotting of logarithmic curves that manifest the trend of prime number distribution along the number line of positive integers. It will be shown that this is no less the case for the calculation of the frequency distribution of the shell prime numbers which, when generated by the prime shell function with the appropriate mathematical operations applied, will approximate the number of shell primes less than or equal to some upper limit x of the base n for some fixed prime power p.
In an endeavor to formulate a function parallel to Li(x) which will approximate the frequency and distribution of the shell prime numbers over the realm of the positive integers, it is expedient to introduce a function M (x) that applies both logarithmic and power operations on the prime shell function prior to its integration or summation. For the integration, we define
where the function g represents logarithmic and power operations performed on the prime shell function f (n) prior to its integration. As it turns out, the integration of g of f (n), defined in terms of f (n), will estimate the number of shell primes less than or equal to some upper limit x of the base n using the prime shell function n p − (n − 1) p . Thus, the following approximation is proposed for calculating the number of shell prime numbers for base n ≤ x by the prime shell function:
where Π(x) represents the actual count of prime numbers that exist for the prime shell function for base n less than or equal to some upper limit x, and M i(x) is the aforementioned integral that parallels Li(x) in the Gauss equation. It will be shown more clearly that M i(x) is an integral of the prime shell function f (n) = n p −(n−1) p which has had logarithmic and power operations performed on it prior to its integration.
Substituting a logarithmic sum M s(x) in place of the integral M i(x) in the above equation, similar to how Ls(x) can be used to estimate Li(x), one obtains
where g(f (n)) is, up to this point, some undefined function g of the prime shell function f (n) = n p −(n−1) p . As it turns out, a good approximation of M s(x) using the logarithmic summation in place of the integral M i(x) is found to be
where the m th root has been empirically determined by the author to be approximately 1.68723 for the range of base n ≤ x in this study of the prime shell function n p − (n − 1) p . Please see Fig. 7 for a graph of the approximating curves generated by the M s(x) function which were used to estimate the number of shell primes for base n ≤ 100 (bottom curve) and base n ≤ 200 (top curve) compared to the actual count of shell prime numbers Π n≤100 and Π n≤200 , respectively. shell prime numbers for base n ≤ 100 (bottom curve) and base n ≤ 200 (top curve) for the prime shell function compared to the actual count of shell primes numbers Π n≤100 and Π n≤200 , respectively
It is noted at this point that it would certainly be possible to find constants A and B which could be applied to the f (n) terms of the logarithmic summation function M s(x) that would appear to provide a better fit of the M s(x) sum curve to the plot of the actual count of prime numbers within the range of this analysis. For example, an equation such as 1
could be formulated to generate a curve that may more closely follow the path of the plot of the actual number of primes generated by the prime shell function within the range of this analysis. However, it was determined to be more effective to optimize a logarithmic root function to apply to the f (n) terms and omit any additive constants in approximating the average path of the plot of the actual number of primes generated by the prime shell functions. Although the f (n) terms in the M s(x) summation that apply constants A and B could create an equation that would appear to be better formed to the points of the actual count of prime numbers less than or equal to some upper limit x, f (n) terms that omit any such additive constants but which employ an optimized root of the natural logarithm of the function f (n) will ensure that the curve generated by the M s(x) sum will remain asymptotic to the x-axis at infinity. As an example, it was found that an additive constant B could in some cases cause the curve of the M s(x) function to dip below the x-axis into negative values for the number of estimated primes thus rendering the M s(x) curve estimate to be non-asymptotic and not a good representation of the diminishing frequency of prime numbers generated as the prime power p of the prime shell function approaches infinity.
Please see Table 1 for the actual count of shell primes Π for base n ≤ 100 and base n ≤ 200 for prime powers p ≤ 61 compared to the M s(x) estimates that employ the mth root of the natural log of its terms. Table 1 -Actual count of the shell prime numbers Π for base n ≤ 100 and for ≤ 200 for prime powers p ≤ 61 compared to the estimates yielded by the logarithmic sum curves generated with the root value m = 1.68723
It was proposed that a good approximation for the m th root of the natural log of the prime shell function f (n) which will produce M s(x) curves that estimate the number of prime numbers was empirically determined to be 1.68723, and this was illustrated graphically in Fig. 7 for the prime shell function n p − (n − 1) p for the cases of x = 100 and x = 200 for p ≤ 61 and p ≤ 53, respectively. The author arrived at this empirical estimate by graphing several curves with incremental values of the root m as is illustrated in Fig. 8 . From this graph, one can also determine values of the root m of the natural log of the prime shell function which will generate curves that provide upper and lower bounds for the actual number of primes generated by the prime shell function. In Fig. 8 , the upper bounding curve has a value of m upper = 2.00000 in the root function g(f (x)), and the lower bounding curve has a value of m lower = 1.35759. The approximation of m ≈ 1.68723 was determined to be the best fit M s(x) curve for the case of n ≤ 100, and it is anticipated that this value of m will remain fairly constant as the prime power continues to increase in the prime shell function n p −(n−1) p and as the range x of base n in the prime shell function continues toward ∞. 
To facilitate the calculation of this improved estimate, one could replace the first few integrals in the above equation with M s(x) logarithmic sums to get a more accurate approximation of the Riemann method for calculating Π(x). That exercise, however, will be deferred in this research.
One who is familiar with Euler's zeta function might naturally ponder the application of that special function to the case of the prime shell function. We recall the famous equation [5] ζ(s) = 1 + 1
in which Euler sieved the prime numbers out from the sum on the left hand side of Eq. 1 to include in the product on the right-hand side of that equation. However, when one replaces the integer values in the Euler zeta function in Eq. 1 with the values calculated by the prime shell function f (n) = n p − (n − 1) p , one will find that there is not an efficient way to sieve prime numbers out from the sum on the left hand side of Eq. 1 to create the prime product term on the right-hand side of the equation by either scaling a previous prime number calculation or by employing values of the base n which would predictably make subsequent outputs prime. So the best one may be able to hope for in this case is to determine some value to be added or subtracted from unity in the numerator on the right-hand side of Eq. 1 to balance both sides of the equation. Thus, the author introduces the following equation for the non-sieving application of the Euler zeta function to the special case of the prime shell function:
As intimated by the first row of Fig. 9 , if one applies the realm of positive integers i to the Euler zeta function using the non-sieving method so that the product term in the denominator on the right-hand side of Eq. 1 includes all the prime and composite terms, then the numerator on the right-hand side of Eq. 1 will tend to zero as the limit x tends to infinity. Thus, for the case of the positive integers, one might associate the value of all the composite terms in the product term in the denominator of the right-hand side of the non-sieving Euler zeta function, if they were included, to −1 in the numerator on that side of the equation, because when all the composite terms are included in the product term in the denominator of Eq. 1, the numerator on the right-hand side of that equation tends to zero (i.e., 1 + (M ) = 0) as x approaches ∞. Compare that to the value of unity attained in the numerator of the right-hand side Eq. 1 when all the composite terms are sieved out of the denominator of the product term on the right-hand side of the equation as Euler did when he discovered this famous relationship between the composite and prime numbers. So one might postulate that the total effect of sieving the composite terms out of the product term in the denominator of the right-hand side of the Euler zeta function in Eq. 1 is that the numerator on the right-hand side of the equation changes from zero to unity as the composite-numbered terms are eliminated. It is observed that while the "M-series"
in the numerator of the right-hand side of the non-sieving zeta function represents an infinite sum of infinite sums, its value is constrained between 0 and −1 throughout the application of this function to the realm of positive integers as well as to the range of integer calculations yielded by the prime shell function n p −(n−1) p . In Figure 9 , descending rows below row i depict the M-series values M x=100 and M x=200 , respectively, that result from the non-sieving application of the zeta function to the prime shell function of powers 2, 3, 5 and 7, respectively. Included to the left of each M-series value are the M s (sum) and Π (product) calculations for that row of the prime shell function that were used to calculate the M-series values under the columns M x=100 and M x=200 . Fig. 10 is a graph plotted that superimposes the trends of M x=100 and M x=200 for the case of the non-sieving application of the Euler zeta function, and it illustrates the change in the value of the M-series as the prime power in the prime shell function increases from 2 to 7 and as the range of the base n of the prime shell function increases from x = 100 to x = 200. Notice the trend is that the M-series increases from −1 to 0 asymptotically as the power of the prime shell equation increases and that the increase in the M-series value between x = 100 to x = 200 is very slight. It is expected that as x approaches ∞ for row i in the case of the application of the non-sieving zeta function to the realm of positive integers that the value of the M-series will approach −1 thereby rendering the numerator of the right-hand side of Eq. 2 to zero. It is also expected that the limit of the M-series in the descending rows below row i which summarize the results of the non-sieving application of the Euler zeta function to the prime shell functions of powers 2, 3, 5 and 7 will approach stable limits as the range x of the base n approaches ∞. From the trends manifested by the graphs in Fig. 10 , it is anticipated that the M-series values will approach the following approximate limits as x approaches ∞: Table 2 tabulates the values of M x=100 and M x=200 for the non-sieving application of the Euler zeta function to the positive integers i and to the prime shell function with powers 2, 3, 5 and 7. It is anticipated that such calculations will be able to tell us something about the density of shell prime numbers less than a given limit x of the range of base n for any given prime power p in the prime shell function. Further study should reveal more insight into the properties of this special series and its potential for predicting the number of primes generated by the prime shell function and for any other integer-valued polynomial in general which has the capability to generate prime numbers and which has as its input domain the realm of positive integers.
-0.00006682330849 -0.00006682330851 Table 2 As an exercise to promote the notion of a non-sieving application of the Euler zeta function to integer-valued polynomial functions in general, we shall apply the non-sieving method to any integer-generating polynomial for which the input domain of the function is the positive integers that generate successive integer values by the polynomial for processing in the zeta function. Thus, we introduce the following "big Zeta" equation for this generalized application:
where f (n) represents any polynomial function which yields successively increasing positive integer values when the input domain of the function is the positive integers and where f (1) = 1.
We begin our example of the non-sieving application of the Euler zeta function to integer-valued polynomials in general by writing
We first multiply both sides of Eq. 4 by the first fraction on the right hand side of that equation which yields
and when we subtract this result from both sides of Eq. 4, we get
. (5) Continuing with the multiplication of Eq. 5 by the next fraction in the sequence,
so that when we subtract this result from both sides of Eq. 5, we end up with
Continuing with the multiplication of this new equation by the next term in the sequence,
Continuing with the multiplication of of this new equation by the next term in the sequence,
We continue in this fashion until all the fraction terms on the right-hand side of the big Zeta function in Eq. 4 are eliminated. This, of course, will only occur at ∞. But as we continue to eliminate the terms on the right-hand side of the big Zeta function in Eq. 4, a value for what we will call the "M-series" function
emerges which adds to unity in the numerator on the right-hand side of Eq. 3. It is observed that the value of this M-series function increases between the bounds of −1 and 0 as the terms, both composite and prime, are eliminated from the right-hand side of the big Zeta function Eq. 4. To evaluate this M-series for the operations we have performed thus far with the big Zeta function on the generalized polynomial function f (n) in this example, we rearrange the summation terms to obtain
... which yields the first term in the infinite series,
which yields the third term in the infinite series,
or M-series of degree 4, previously defined as
We now see that a pattern emerges in which it is clear that an infinite sum of infinite sums will be obtained which will add to unity in the numerator of the right-hand side of Eq. 3 if one continues to eliminate terms from the right-hand side of Eq. 4 using the non-sieving method. It is hypothesized that once all terms are sieved out of the right hand side of the big Zeta function in Eq. 4, a constant will emerge for the M-series in Eq. 3 which takes on a finite value between
≤ 0 which may reveal something about the frequency of prime numbers yielded by an integer-valued polynomial function f (n) for some limit of the input domain n ≤ x. Table 3 depicts the M-series values of M x=100 and M x=200 for the non-sieving application of the Euler zeta function to the domain of the integers 2 ≤ i ≤ 100 and 2 ≤ i ≤ 200. It is observed from this table that as the upper limit increases from x = 100 to x = 200 that the value of the M-series approaches −1. Table 4 includes the values of M x=100 and M x=200 for the prime shell function n p − (n − 1) p for prime powers 2, 3, 5 and 7, and it appears that these values will stabilize to some limit as x approaches ∞. Table 4 It is anticipated that the finite values yielded by the M-series function in non-sieving applications of the Euler zeta function in the case of integer-valued polynomials in general may tell us something about how many prime numbers exist within the ranges that those polynomials were evaluated compared to the number of primes that exist on the real number line less than or equal to some upper limit x that served as the input domain for the base n for those functions. Thus, the following theorem is proposed:
Theorem 3 When a non-sieving application of the Euler zeta function is applied to process values generated by an integer-valued polynomial, then there is an infinite series
that arises which adds to unity in the numerator of the product term in the zeta function to make both sides of the equation equal. The value of this M-series is bounded by −1 and 0 in the non-sieving application of the Euler zeta function.
It is the author's hope that the results of this study will motivate further research into the behavior of prime number frequency among the prime shell function and any other integer-generating polynomial function in general which has the capability to generate prime numbers.
